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Better Than Bullet Points: Creating Engaging e-Learning with PowerPointPfeiffer, 2008
This book focuses exclusively on the application of PowerPoint to the creation of online training programs. Better than Bullet Points, Creating Engaging e-Learning with PowerPoint fills that gap. By providing in-depth guidance, specific instructions, and helpful exercises, the book will enable training practitioners to create...
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Professional Windows Phone 7 Application Development: Building Applications and Games Using Visual Studio, Silverlight, and XNAWrox Press, 2010

	A one-of-a-kind book on Windows Phone 7 development


	While numerous books cover both Silverlight and XNA, there lacks a resource that covers the specifics of Windows Phone 7 development. This book fills that void and shares the specifics of building phone applications and games. You’ll learn how to get started with...
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Photoshop CS6 and Lightroom 4: A Photographer's HandbookRocky Nook, 2012

	
		Adobe Photoshop is central to almost all photography workflows and Lightroom has rapidly been adopted as well. Each new version of the software is a milestone in the development of these vital imaging tools, and the 2012 releases are no exception.

		

		Photographers often feel overwhelmed when starting with Photoshop;...
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Typography Essentials: 100 Design Principles for Working with Type (Design Essentials)Rockport Publishers, 2011

	
		A deep understanding of letterforms and knowledge of their effective use can only be obtained with constant observation and experimentation; it evolves over a lifetime of design practice and study. This comprehensive guide is intended to advance the progress of designers seeking to deepen their typographic expertise. Typography...
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Networking Foundations: Technology Fundamentals for IT SuccessSybex, 2004
The world of IT is always evolving, but in every area there are stable, core     concepts that anyone just setting out needed to know last year, needs to know     this year, and will still need to know next year. The purpose of the     Foundations series is to identify these concepts and present them in a way     that gives you the...
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Adobe After Effects CS4 Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2009
Visual effects and motion graphics pros of all stripes - from broadcast professionals to VFX supervisors to Web designers who need to produce occasional video segments - will welcome the dramatically accelerated features provided in the brand-new After Effects CS4. This best-selling book has been revised to cover all that's new in this upgrade: the...
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MCITP Windows Vista Support Technician All-in-One Exam GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2008

	An MCITP Windows Vista Support Technician Exam Guide and Desktop Reference--All in One!


	Get complete coverage of all three Microsoft Certified IT Professional Windows Vista Support Technician exams in this comprehensive volume. Written by a Windows Vista expert and MCITP, this definitive exam guide features...
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The Art of SEO: Mastering Search Engine OptimizationO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Three acknowledged experts in search engine optimization share guidelines and innovative techniques that will help you plan and execute a comprehensive SEO strategy. Complete with an array of effective tactics from basic to advanced, this third edition prepares digital marketers for 2016 with updates on SEO tools and new search...
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Physical Security Strategy and Process PlaybookElsevier Limited, 2013

	The Physical Security Strategy and Process Playbook is a concise yet comprehensive treatment of physical security management in the business context. It can be used as an educational tool, help a security manager define security requirements, and serve as a reference for future planning.


	This book is organized into six...
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Applied Equity Analysis and Portfolio Management, + Online Video Course: Tools to Analyze and Manage Your Stock PortfolioJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	A "hands-on" guide to applied equity analysis and portfolio management


	From asset allocation to modeling the intrinsic value of a stock, Applied Equity Analysis and Portfolio Management + Online Video Course offers readers a solid foundation in the practice of fundamental analysis using the same tools and...
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Adobe Dreamweaver CS3 Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2007
Dreamweaver CS3, now included as part of Adobe's Creative Suite 3, is the leading professional Web design and development application in the market, and is a must-have tool for any Web designer or developer. Dreamweaver CS3 offers new CSS layouts, a unified CSS panel, and CSS visualization tools that let users create interactive Web sites without...
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Logic Pro 8: Audio and Music ProductionFocal Press, 2008
Logic is a powerful piece of software that can often prove to be daunting and difficult to navigate but help is at hand whether you are a Pro or Express use. By providing comprehensive and systematic coverage of the software philosophy and the features of the programme in detail, this book will enable you to get the most out of Logic when creating...
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